Abstract A reduced two-dimensional model is used to study ketene isomerization reaction. In light of recent results by Ulusoy et al. (J Phys Chem A 117, 7553, 2013), the present work focuses on the generalization of the roaming mechanism to the ketene isomerization reaction by applying our phase space approach previously used to elucidate the roaming phenomenon in ion-molecule reactions. Roaming is again found be associated with the trapping of trajectories in a phase space region between two dividing surfaces; trajectories are classified as reactive or nonreactive, and are further naturally classified as direct or nondirect (roaming). The latter long-lived trajectories are trapped in the region of nonlinear mechanical resonances, which in turn define alternative reaction pathways in phase space. It is demonstrated that resonances associated with periodic orbits provide a dynamical explanation of the quantum mechanical resonances found in the isomerization rate constant calculations by Gezelter and Miller (J Chem Phys 103, 7868-7876, 1995). Evidence of the trapping of trajectories by 'sticky' resonant periodic orbits is provided by plotting Poincaré surfaces of section, and a gap time analysis is carried out in order to investigate the statistical assumption inherent in transition state theory for ketene isomerization.
isomerization of ketene is the Wolff rearrangement mechanism [4] . In order to examine this hypothesis, ab initio calculations have been carried out by several authors [1, 5] . These calculations showed that the relevant portion of the potential energy surface (PES) for ketene isomerization has three different minima associated with two symmetrically related formylmethylene species and an oxirene structure situated midway between these structures, respectively [3] . On each side, a high barrier leads to the two isomers of ketene. These findings point out the importance of understanding the isomerization of ketene when studying its dissociation.
Recently, Ulusoy et al. [6, 7] studied the effect of roaming trajectories on the reaction rates for the isomerization of ketene. The roaming phenomenon is a recently identified chemical reaction mechanism, which has attracted much attention due to its unusual character. The roaming phenomenon was discovered in the photodissociation of H 2 CO [8] . In this process, the formaldehyde molecule can dissociate via two channels: H 2 CO ! H ? HCO (radical channel) and H 2 CO ! H 2 ? CO (molecular channel). Zee et al. [9] pointed out that, above the threshold for the H ? HCO dissociation channel, the CO rotational state distribution exhibited an intriguing ''shoulder'' at lower rotational levels correlated with a hot vibrational distribution of H 2 co-product. The observed product state distribution did not fit well with the traditional picture of the dissociation of formaldehyde via a well-characterized saddle point transition state for the molecular channel. The roaming mechanism as an alternative reaction pathway, which explains the observations of van Zee and co-workers, was demonstrated both experimentally and in trajectory simulations by Townsend et al. [8] . Following this work, roaming has been identified in the unimolecular dissociation of molecules such as CH 3 CHO, CH 3 OOH or CH 3 CCH, as well as in ion-molecule reactions [10] , and it is now recognized as a general phenomenon in reaction dynamics (see refs [11, 12] 
and references therein).
A common characteristic of systems exhibiting roaming reactions studied so far is the presence of long-range interactions between the fragments of the dissociating molecule. However, the study by Ulusoy et al. [6, 7] discussed the roaming phenomenon in a different context. For ketene isomerization, there are no long-range interactions at play and this raises the question of the broader relevance of the roaming mechanism. Ulusoy et al. [6, 7] in their effort to find trajectories that avoid the minimum energy path (MEP) on the potential energy surface carried out isomerization rate constant calculations at very high energies, accessible neither to experiments [1] [2] [3] nor to the quantum mechanical calculations of Gezelter and Miller [13] .
In two recent studies [14, 15] , we have analysed the roaming phenomenon for ion-molecule reactions. In such reactions, the long-range potential function is dominated by charge-induced dipole interactions; a useful model for these systems is the Chesnavich potential [16] . By investigating the dynamics in its appropriate setting, phase space, we examined the roaming phenomenon in the presence of well-defined dividing surfaces (DSs) and associated reaction pathways in phase space. This approach enabled us to interpret roaming as a trapping phenomenon of trajectories between two DSs and the enhancement of this trapping by the presence of nonlinear mechanical resonances between the different degrees of freedom (DoF) of the system. ketene offers the opportunity to investigate the roaming phenomenon in other type of molecules than those studied up to now, and this is the main purpose of the present article.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the reduced dimensional model for ketene isomerization used in our study and originally introduced by Gezelter and Miller [13] . We then analyse the dynamics of ketene isomerization in Sect. 3. In this section, we first discuss the construction of DSs that govern the reactions studied in Sect. 3.1 and then the dynamics in Sect. 3.2. The next Sect. 3.3 investigates the statistical assumption for the dynamics by a gap time analysis. Sect. 3.4 presents a detailed analysis of the trapping mechanism of trajectories between the DSs and the role of the ubiquitous resonances due to bifurcations of periodic orbits. In Sect. 4, roaming observed in the two distinctly different systems, ion-molecule and ketene, is compared. By associating roaming to the phase space structure of the molecule in a dynamically well-defined fashion, we establish its general character as a framework for revealing and exploring new reaction pathways. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes.
Reduced dimensional model of ketene isomerization
In this section, we give the details of the Hamiltonian used in our study. A reduced dimensional model for the study of ketene isomerization was proposed several years ago by Gezelter and Miller [13] . In their original paper, they proposed three models for ketene isomerization, retaining one, two and three relevant DoF for describing the isomerization process of ketene amongst the nine DoF of ketene molecule, respectively. They subsequently employed these three models for calculating quantum mechanical isomerization reaction rates. From their study, it appears that a two-dimensional model provides the best agreement when compared with experimental results by Lovejoy et al. [3] . Ulusoy et al. employed this two DoF model in their classical mechanical study [6, 7] of the dynamics of isomerization of ketene, and we use the same model in the present study.
In the Gezelter and Miller model, one of two DoF is identified with the reactive mode and involves mainly oxygen and hydrogen atom motion. The other relevant DoF corresponds to the out-of-plane motion of a hydrogen atom relative to the CCO plane, a motion which has a harmonic frequency of approximately 514 cm À1 . Gezelter and Miller used an analytical form for their reduced dimensional potential having several adjustable parameters in it. They fitted these parameters to reproduce the data from ab initio calculations obtained by Scott et al. [5] . The resulting potential 1 is expressed as:
with
Numerical values of the potential parameters are given in Table1. Figure 1 depicts a contour plot of the potential along with some periodic orbits (see Sect. 3.4). The different equilibrium points (EP) of the potential are listed in Table 2 . For each EP, the stability is indicated by the labels CC or CS. A CC label denotes a centre-centre EP, which means that the EP is stable in both directions and the label CS is used for centre-saddle, which means that the EP is stable in one direction and unstable in the other. The total Hamiltonian is obtained by adding to the above potential a kinetic energy term quadratic in momenta (p q F ; p q 1 ) conjugate to the coordinates (q F ; q 1 ), respectively. The resulting Hamiltonian takes the form:
where m O ¼ 16 u and m H ¼ 1 u are the masses of oxygen and hydrogen atom, respectively. This choice of masses was used by Gezelter and Miller [17] .
Dynamics of ketene isomerization
In this work, we are concerned with the dynamics of isomerization in ketene and its relation to the roaming phenomenon. Recently, Ulusoy et al. reported a study of ketene isomerization where they analysed the impact of roaming trajectories on the rate of the reaction [6, 7] . Up to now, roaming reactions have been identified in the context of reactions involving long-range interactions between two fragments of a dissociating molecule. The study of Ulusoy et al. suggests the possibility of looking at roaming in different reaction dynamics contexts and in this sense represents an important conceptual advance. Recently, we [14, 15] and proposed a dynamical origin for the roaming phenomenon. Our approach consisted of identifying optimal DSs for the different reactive events possibly occurring in the problem considered. The roaming phenomenon was then identified with the trapping of trajectories between two DSs and enhanced by the presence of nonlinear resonances identified with resonant periodic orbits (POs). In the present work, we extend our methods to study the ketene isomerization reaction and the way roaming appears. To begin, we must first locate the relevant DSs for the problem we consider. The next paragraph is devoted to the definition of proper DSs and how this can be achieved with the help of the so-called normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds (NHIMs).
Normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds and dividing surfaces
The study of reaction dynamics aims at understanding the associated mechanism at an atomic level of detail in a specific molecular reaction. Eventually, one is interested in computing quantities such as reaction rate constants, which can be compared with experiment. The most popular theory developed for this purpose is transition state theory (TST). TST relies on several fundamental assumptions [18] . One of these assumptions is the existence of a dividing surface, which separates reactants from products and which has the nonrecrossing property. This means that a trajectory initiated at the reactants and crossing this dividing surface must proceed to products without recrossing the dividing surface, and end up as a reactant. The other fundamental assumption of TST is that of statistical dynamics. If one considers the reaction at a specific energy (microcanonical), the statistical assumption requires that throughout the dissociation of the molecule, all phase space points are equally probable on the timescale of reaction [18] . This assumption is equivalent to saying that the redistribution of the energy amongst the different DoF of the system on the reactant side of the DS is fast compared to the rate of the reaction, and this guarantees a single exponential decay for the reaction. We will check this assumption for the ketene model by a gap time analysis in the roaming region (see below). In our previous study of roaming phenomena, we explained how NHIMs provide a solution to the problem of the nonrecrossing property of the DS. In fact, the problem of constructing a nonrecrossing DS for a two DoF system was solved during the 1970s by Pechukas, Pollak and coworkers [19] [20] [21] [22] . They showed that the DS at a specific energy is intimately related to an invariant phase space object, an unstable PO. The periodic orbit defines the bottleneck in phase space through which the reaction occurs, and the DS which intersects trajectories evolving from reactants to products can be shown to have the topology of a hemisphere, whose boundary is the PO. As our present system is a two DoF problem, we will focus on POs and the DSs constructed from them. Nevertheless, this unstable PO is a simple example of a NHIM. Generalization to higher number of DoF has been a major obstacle in the development of the theory, and the question of the construction of DSs for systems with three and more DoF has been given a satisfactory answer only recently. The appropriate construction is built around an invariant phase space object, a NHIM, which is the generalization of the unstable PO of the two DoF case. The NHIM serves as the anchor for the construction of the DS, and this DS constructed in this way can be shown to have the nonrecrossing property [23] .
The construction of a nonrecrossing DS for the simple two DoF model of ketene isomerization therefore starts with the location of relevant unstable POs. For the ketene problem, isomerization reaction is completed when the system passes from one ketene well to the other. The model we are dealing with locates the oxirene minimum between the formylmethylene wells. If we consider that the system is initially in the ketene well located on the part of the potential for which q F \ À 3 a 0 (the 'left'' ketene well if we look at Fig. 1 ), then isomerization is completed if the system passes to the other ketene well located on the part of the potential for which q F [ 3 a 0 . To accomplish this reaction, we see that the system must pass through two bottlenecks located around the equilibria labelled EP 1 and EP 7 in Table 2 . These two EPs are of CS stability type, which means that the linearized vector field at these points (with momenta p q F ¼ 0 and p q 1 ¼ 0) has one pair of real eigenvalues and one pair of imaginary eigenvalues. This means that in the vicinity of these EPs, there exist unstable POs [24] , the so-called Lyapunov POs [25] . In the vicinity of these EPs, the Lyapunov POs exist as families of POs depending on the energy of the system. Representative POs of these families are shown in Fig. 1 . These POs are the NHIMs which define the bottlenecks through which the reaction occurs and will serve as anchors for the construction of the nonrecrossing DSs.
The DSs attached to these NHIMs are obtained by considering a fixed value of energy. At each energy, two Lyapunov POs exist, each located in the vicinity of EP 1 and EP 7 , respectively. These POs are the equators of the DSs [23] and split the DSs into two hemispheres. One hemisphere intersects trajectories travelling from reactant to products (forward hemisphere) and the other intersects trajectories travelling from products to reactants (backward hemisphere). For concreteness, we consider the Lyapunov PO at a certain energy in the vicinity of EP 1 . This PO projects to a line in configuration space (see Fig. 1 ). To sample points on the DS, we need to specify the phase space coordinates of the points belonging to the DS at a certain energy. To do so, we move along the PO (the equator of the DS) in configuration space. This fixes the values of q F and q 1 . We then scan the values of one of the momenta p q F or p q 1 . To obtain the value of the remaining phase space coordinate (the remaining momentum), we solve the equation Hðp q F ; p q 1 ; q F ; q 1 Þ ¼ E for the remaining unknown momentum (p q F or p q 1 ) and at a specified value of energy, E. Since the kinetic energy is quadratic in the momenta, this equation has two real roots distinguished by their sign. Each root belongs to one of the hemispheres of the DS (forward and backward hemispheres). The result of this sampling procedure is shown in Fig. 2 . Panel (a) of this figure is a 3D plot of the forward hemisphere (blue dots) of the DS at energy of 0.01 Hartree above the oxirene minimum. The Lyapunov PO is shown by the green curve. Panel (b) depicts a 2D projection of this hemisphere onto the (q 1 ; p q 1 ) plane. At the bottom of this figure, we note that some points belonging to the hemisphere lie out of the area enclosed by the Lyapunov PO (green curve). This is the result of the 'tilting' over of the DS in the coordinates we are using. Because of this fact, to obtain a uniform sampling with full coverage of the hemisphere, we sample momenta in two ways: sampling p q 1 with p q F obtained by solving the energy equation mentioned above, or sampling p q F and fixing p q 1 from the equation of energy.
Classical trajectory simulations
Our aim is to investigate the dynamics of ketene isomerization and how one can identify and understand the roaming phenomenon in this situation. To do so, we propagated classical trajectories and examined their qualitatively different characters.
If we consider that the system is initially located in the ketene well in the region where q F \ À 3 a 0 , then the isomerization reaction is completed when the system arrives in the ketene well on the region where q F [ 3 a 0 . On its way to complete this reaction, a trajectory has to pass through two bottlenecks, one located in the vicinity of EP 1 and which is defined by the Lyapunov PO we discussed above, and the other located in the vicinity of EP 7 also defined by a Lyapunov PO. We explained above how to construct DSs attached to these two POs. In order to understand the dynamics of the isomerization process, we sampled the DS attached to the Lyapunov PO associated with EP 1 . We used these samples as initial conditions for numerically propagating classical trajectories.
As we did in our previous studies [14, 15] of roaming phenomenon, we classified the trajectories into four qualitatively different categories. These different categories of trajectories are defined in relation to the reactive scenario involved in the ketene isomerization. To begin, we note that there are two obvious different types of expected trajectories. First, there are reactive trajectories which will complete the isomerization reaction, which means that these type of trajectories will cross the DS located in the vicinity of EP 7 . Second, there are nonreactive trajectories, which do not complete the isomerization reaction, but instead recross the DS located in the vicinity of EP 1 and end up in the ketene well where they originally came from.
Since we are interested in understanding the roaming phenomenon from a dynamical point of view, we need to specify those characteristics a trajectory should have to be assigned as roaming. The notion of roaming is invoked when a trajectory does not follow the minimum energy path (MEP) or intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) [26] of the potential function. In our problem, this departure from traditional understanding of reactivity occurs in trajectories, which do not complete directly the isomerization reaction or do not recross directly the DS located in the vicinity of EP 1 . Instead, the roaming trajectories spend more time in the trapping (roaming) region and exhibit oscillations in the q F direction before eventually finding their way out of the oxirene well region by either crossing [14, 15] , which were done in the context of an ion-molecule reaction. We see that in the present problem, the natural classification into four different categories of the trajectories fits nicely into the classification provided in the previous studies. Our earlier analyses of the roaming phenomenon pointed out that roaming is related to the appearance of trapped trajectories between two DSs in phase space. This led us to define a roaming region which is the region of phase space between these two DSs, where the roaming occurs. The scenario here for ketene isomerization is similar, and the trapping occurs between the two DSs located in the vicinity of EP 1 and EP 7 . These two DSs define a region in phase space, which can be identified with the roaming region we defined in our previous work. Furthermore, we previously described how nonlinear resonances manifest by the presence of certain POs provide the basic mechanism to transfer energy from one DoF to another and enhance the trapping phenomenon in the roaming region. We shall see below that this ingredient of the roaming phenomenon is also present in ketene isomerization and takes also the form of resonant POs. Lastly, we noted in our earlier studies that our approach had strong similarities with Miller's unified approach to reaction mechanisms in the presence of complex formation [27] . Specifically, Miller considered how TST should be modified in the presence of a complex formation. This led us to investigate the question of the statistical assumption of TST in the roaming region using a gap time analysis, and we now investigate this question for the ketene isomerization.
Gap time analysis
The relevance of studying gap times in unimolecular reaction is seen in the investigation of the validity of the statistical assumption of TST. This assumption has been the subject of numerous works (see, for example the work of Slater [28, 29] , Bunker [30, 31] , Bunker and Hase [32] , Thiele [33, 34] , Dumont and Brumer [35] and DeLeon and co-workers [36, 37] ).
In our earlier paper [15] , we summarized the gap time approach to reaction rates due to Thiele [33, 34] (see also the discussion in Ref. [38] ). The gap time in the ketene isomerization problem is the time s it takes for a trajectory to traverse the roaming region. If we consider a point on the forward hemisphere of the DS located in the vicinity of EP 1 (the hemisphere which intercepts trajectories travelling from the 'left' ketene well to the oxirene well), the gap time of a trajectory initiated at this point is the time it takes for this trajectory to reach either the hemisphere intercepting trajectories travelling from the oxirene well to the 'right' ketene well of the DS located in the vicinity of EP 7 or to reach the backward hemisphere of the DS located in the vicinity of EP 1 (the one which intercepts trajectories travelling from the oxirene well to the 'left' ketene well). An important notion in the gap time formulation of TST is the gap time distribution, Pðs; EÞ: the probability that a phase space point on the forward hemisphere of the DS at EP 1 at energy E has a gap time between s and s þ ds is equal to Pðs; EÞds. The statistical assumption of TST is equivalent to the requirement that the gap time distribution is the random, exponential distribution.
Pðs; EÞ ¼ kðEÞ expðÀkðEÞsÞ: ð4Þ
This distribution is characterized by a single exponential decay constant kðEÞ, which is a function of the energy. In addition to the gap time distribution, we also consider the integrated gap time distribution Fðt; EÞ, which is defined as the fraction of trajectories with gap times s ! t, and is expressed as 
For the random gap time distribution, the integrated gap time distribution is exponential, Fðt; EÞ ¼ expðÀktÞ.
The results of gap time and integrated gap time distributions for ketene isomerization are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 . To obtain these figures, we sampled uniformly at a certain energy the forward hemisphere of the DS at EP 1 and propagated trajectories until they exit the roaming region by either crossing the DS at EP 7 or recrossed the DS at EP 1 . Figure 4 shows the gap time distributions at different energies measured from the oxirene minimum (see the caption of the figure) . For each panel, we have reported the individual gap time distributions of the different categories of trajectories. The red curves represent the distributions for the direct reactive trajectories, the green represent the roaming reactive trajectories, the blue the direct nonreactive and the magenta the roaming nonreactive trajectories. The black curves depict the gap time distributions for all categories taken together. Figure 5 shows the integrated gap time distributions at the same energies as Fig. 4 . For each energy, we show two panels presenting the short timescale distributions and the large timescale distributions. The different curves with their colours have the same meaning as in Fig. 4 .
As we can see, these two figures exhibit significant deviation from the random gap time distributions as well as exponential integrated gap time distributions, indicating that the statistical assumption of TST is not valid for the ketene isomerization problem and must be corrected in some fashion. To give an idea of the kind of corrections one needs to provide, we plot in Fig. 6 the fractions of the different types of trajectories as a function of the energy. If one were to use the DS at EP 1 to compute the flux needed to evaluate the reaction rate in TST, this flux would have to be corrected by the fractions given in Fig. 6 . Indeed, since some trajectories are reflected back to the 'left' ketene well, there are some recrossing trajectories and the real flux is the flux through the DS multiplied by the sum of the fractions of the direct and roaming reactive trajectories.
Trapping in the roaming region and resonant periodic orbits
We have attributed the roaming phenomenon to trapped trajectories, which follow alternative pathways to those associated with MEPs on the PES. The trapping is due to multiple dividing surfaces and the existence of nonlinear mechanical resonances. Resonances can be traced in phase space by constructing continuation/bifurcation diagrams of periodic orbits starting from principal POs originating from equilibria, minima and saddles, and following them in a parameter space, which may include the total energy, angular momentum, masses or other parameters of interest. This is a well-known strategy in studying nonlinear dynamical systems.
For the ketene isomerization model, we located families of POs that are related to EP1 and EP7 equilibria and the roaming region at low energies of excitation. These families emanate from a cascade of centre-saddle bifurcations approaching the saddle from energies above the isomerization threshold [39] . The results are shown in a continuation/bifurcation diagram of POs in Fig. 7 . This figure depicts the period of the POs found as a function of energy. We also label the POs with respect to their resonance numbers n : m, which means that the PO makes n oscillations in q F direction in the time it performs m oscillations in q 1 direction. To give an idea of the shape of these POs in configuration space, we have plotted the 1:6 resonant PO as a blue line in Fig. 1 . It is easy to recognize the impact of this family of POs on the dynamics of ketene from the plots of representative trajectories in Fig. 3 . It is worth emphasizing that these periodic orbits are the results of centresaddle bifurcations. Thus, we expect, and indeed find, stable and unstable branches of POs to appear simultaneously, and these periodic orbits define the resonance region in phase space. A linear stability analysis of periodic orbits reveals the stable/unstable character of nearby trajectories with respect to POs. However, in order to better estimate the size of the resonance zone defined by these periodic orbits, we calculate Poincaré surfaces of section (PSS) [40] , and autocorrelation functions from batches of trajectories sampled around the POs.
Poincaré surfaces of section
We have used two different PSS, which give complementary views of the dynamics. The first one (PSS 1 ) was defined by fixing q F ¼ 0 and recording points when they cross this plane with a momentum p q F [ 0. The second one (PSS F ) was chosen at q 1 ¼ 0 with momentum p q 1 [ 0. These two PSS are depicted in Fig. 8 for two different energies. Panel (a) is PSS 1 for energy E ¼ 0:01 Hartree above oxirene minimum and panel (b) is PSS F for the same energy. Panels (c) and (d) are the equivalent PSS at energy E ¼ 0:04 Hartree above oxirene minimum.
For each panel, we have used different colours for points on the PSSs belonging to trajectories of a different category as were classified above. The colours are consistent with those in the previous plots: hence, red dots denote points belonging to direct reactive trajectories, green dots denote the roaming reactive ones, blue the direct nonreactive and magenta the roaming nonreactive trajectories, respectively. In Fig. 8 , we see a clear separation between the red and the other colours with the red concentrated in the middle of the figure. This is consistent with the fact that direct reactive trajectories have their energy mainly distributed on the (q F ; p q F ) DoF. Interestingly, the blue nonreactive direct trajectories appear at the boundary between the red and the roaming trajectories. Such reactivity boundaries have been observed in many studies and in several different contexts (see for example [15, [41] [42] [43] , and references therein).
On the other hand, the green and magenta points (roaming trajectories) cover the periphery in the plots of PSS 1 indicating that more energy is involved in the (q 1 ; p q 1 ) DoF for these types of trajectories. The two plots of PSS F for the two energies show that the green and magenta dots are concentrated around some islands of Fig. 4 Gap time distributions. For each energy, we give the number n of trajectories used to compute the distributions. a
stability (blank area). These blank areas correspond to the stable regions in phase space associated with the stable resonant POs. The large blank area in panel (b) and for the energy E ¼ 0:01 Hartree is not accessible to trajectories initiated on the DS at EP 1 . However, as energy increases to 0.04 Hartree, this stable area shrinks and the three central blank domains in panel (d) are attributed to trajectories in the vicinity of the three minima, which correspond to oxirene (EP 4 ) and the two formylmethylene minima (EP 2 , EP 6 ).
Classical autocorrelation functions
Quantum calculations of the rate constant of ketene isomerization have shown that there are resonant features that are spaced at 70-80 cm À1 apart and with a width of about 10 cm À1 . These resonances have been attributed to Feshbach energy transfer or dynamical resonances that occur at energies above the barrier to isomerization [13] . According to Gezelter and Miller [13] , 'these dynamical resonances appear because the multimode potential energy surface has The number of trajectories used to compute the distributions is as indicated in Fig. 4 . a, b
Theor Chem Acc (2014) 133:1507 Page 9 of 13 1507 a strongly bent region between the two outer transition states, which acts as a dynamical bottleneck even at total energies above the outer transition state energies'. The present classical trajectory results suggest that these resonances can be identified with the resonant periodic orbits, which are the result of a cascade of centre-saddle bifurcations shown in Fig. 7 [44] . This notion can be verified by calculating the classical analogue (XðtÞ) of the quantum survival probability function (jCðtÞj 2 ) for a wavepacket centred on the classical PO.
In this case, the correspondence between spectrum and phase space structure is relatively straightforward. We can pass from the quantum to the classical analogue of the autocorrelation function by replacing the trace in the density matrix given in Eq. 7 with an integral over the phase space, and by replacing the density operators (j/ðq; tÞih/ðq; tÞj) with classical distribution functions, qðq; pÞ, [45, 46] . 
In our case, the classical initial distribution q½qð0Þ; pð0Þ is a Gaussian function of coordinates and momenta. The spectrum is then defined as the Fourier transform,
The classical survival probability function, Eq. 6, and its Fourier transform have been used in studies of molecular spectroscopy and dynamics by Gomez Llorente, Pollak and Taylor [47, 48] . Figure 9 shows a typical spectrum produced by a batch of 1000 trajectories selected from a Gaussian distribution centred on the stable 1:6 PO and at energy 0.04 E h . The spacing of eigenfrequencies is 83 cm À1 and the regularity of the spectrum reflects the regularity of the region of phase space in which the trajectories are trapped. Higher-order POs, like the 1:7, have longer periods and appear at energies closer to the isomerization saddle. Their frequencies match the quantum mechanical frequencies in the interval of 70-80 cm À1 found by Gezelter and Miller [13] .
Phase space reaction pathways and roaming
Reaction pathways are conventionally identified in nuclear configuration space by minimum energy paths on the potential energy surface, since the latter is the fundamental concept used to interpret chemical reactivity [26] . Thus, the presence of multiple saddles on the PES suggests the existence of multiple reaction pathways. However, the development of nonlinear mechanics has enabled the rigorous definition of objects such as reaction pathways and transition states in phase space for polyatomic molecules. The strategy followed to understand the motions of nonlinear dynamical systems is to reveal the geometry of phase space in a systematic way by first locating equilibria, and from them the emanating principal families of periodic orbits, tori, NHIMs and (un)stable manifolds associated with NHIMs. The latter are key protagonists in controlling reaction fluxes. Both for the isomerization dynamics of ketene and in our previous work on the Chesnavich model for ion-molecule reactions, we have shown that, by defining transition states using the appropriate NHIMs (unstable periodic orbits for 2D molecular models), ordinary (MEP) and roaming reaction pathways emerge within a phase space framework. Similarities between the two type of reactions emphasized in Sect. 3.2; we now point out some significant differences.
ketene belongs to the general type of molecules for which NHIMs are associated with potential energy saddles. The Chesnavich model for ion-molecule reactions is a model, which manifests the existence of NHIMs not associated with potential energy saddles. Indeed, as shown in refs [14, 15] , the loose transition state and the tight one are periodic orbits originating from centre-saddle bifurcations. The loose transition state is a rotating-type periodic orbit (relative equilibrium). The tight transition state is a periodic orbit associated with the barrierless MEP for association/dissociation. Hence, for these type of reactions, phase space is mandatory to define reaction pathways, since the potential energy alone is inadequate.
By attributing roaming to trapped trajectories in the region of nonlinear resonances in phase space, we are able to generalize the concept of roaming. From the PSS in Fig.  8 and in the low energy regime (0.01 Hartree), the roaming pathways are determined by the resonances 1:6 and 1:7 as indicated by the types of POs in Fig. 7 . From the large number of trajectories run, none penetrates close to the regions of formylmethylene and oxirene. At higher energies (0.04 Hartree), the regular phase space region governed by the equilibria, EP2, EP4 and EP6, shrinks, and the reactive trajectories initiated from the NHIMs of the outer saddle penetrate into this region. In this way, we infer that the new resonances associated with these minima define new roaming reaction pathways. It is worth mentioning that nonlinear resonances associated with centre-saddle bifurcations of periodic orbits have been found to be a general phenomenon in molecular dynamics [44] .
Finally, it is essential to stress that, although roaming as an alternative reaction pathway was identified in the dissociation of formaldehyde with long-range interactions between the fragment species, several other molecules with 
Summary and conclusions
In this paper, we have used a reduced dimensional model initially proposed by Gezelter and Miller to study the isomerization dynamics of ketene molecule. The study of Ulusoy et al. [6, 7] discussed the connection of ketene isomerization and roaming reactions mechanism. The question of how our previous interpretation of roaming phenomenon [14, 15] fits the ketene isomerization situation naturally arose. It was found that the previous interpretation of the roaming mechanism in terms of a trapping mechanism of trajectories between two DSs enhanced by nonlinear resonances also fits the ketene isomerization reaction well. We were able to classify classical trajectories into qualitatively different types of trajectories and compute fractions of different types of trajectories; these data could be used to correct the flux in a reaction rate calculation. As in our previous study, the question of statistical dynamics was raised and investigated by gap time analysis. Significant deviation from the statistical assumption of TST was found. In addition, evidence of the trapping mechanism of the trajectories by resonant POs has been given using surfaces of section.
The importance of ketene isomerization stems from the experimental investigations of Moore and co-workers. Furthermore, the quantum mechanical results of Gezelter and Miller are in overall agreement to the experimental results. Our phase space analysis provides further insight into this important system; for example, ketene provides an experimental manifestation of the importance of the centresaddle bifurcations of periodic orbits.
In the present calculation and for the energies studied, the direct-type reactive trajectories dominate (Fig. 6) . However, if oxirene could be isolated and photoexcited into resonant states, the roaming branch of the reaction would then be the dominant one. In other words, knowledge of the phase space structure in a particular range of energies in principle enables us to exert some degree of control over chemical reaction pathways. Analysis of classical phase space as presented here can achieve a degree of resolution not necessarily accessible to experiment. Nevertheless, experimental techniques are continually advancing, and methods may be developed in the future to control roaming pathways [56] .
